
Experiment 1: Harmony perception with real-world musical stimuli 

Experiment 2: Interval and triad discrimination 
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Motivation 
Musical harmony perception in cochlear implant (CI) 

listeners is severely impaired. Mostly, musical harmonies 

consist of a superposition of multiple simultaneous voices 

[1]. These broadband sounds lead to complex interactions 

between CI electrodes and are thus difficult to perceive by CI 

listeners (e.g., [2]). One technique for unraveling complexity 

might be a sequential rather than simultaneous presentation 

of chord voices (e.g., arpeggio‑like; Fig. 1). We investigated 

harmony perception of simultaneously and sequentially 

harmonized musical real‑world sequences in which single 

chords were harmonically altered and hypothesized that 

discrimination of altered vs. non‑altered harmonies is better for 

sequentially harmonized sequences. 

Method 
• Short real‑word musical excerpts composed of five‑

component (including F0) harmonic complex (HC) tones 

(cf. [2‑3])

• Simultaneous vs. sequential harmonization (Fig. 2)

• Harmonic alterations at various places: sensory (out‑of‑

scale/dissonant) vs. syntactic (in‑scale/consonant; Fig. 2) 

• Participants assess ʹcorrectnessʹ of sequences (yes/no) and 

receive feedback

• Two MED‑EL CI listeners with FS4 processing strategy [4]

• ≥ 80 repetitions per condition, sensitivity measure is dʹ [5]

Results 
• CI116: Some sensitivity (dʹ < 1) for sequential 

out‑of‑scale alterations in closed position

(p < .05)

• CI122: Some sensitivity (dʹ < 1) for 

simultaneous out‑of‑scale alterations in open 

position (p < .01)  

• No sensitivity for in‑scale alterations (dʹ ~ 0)

Conclusions 
• Slight but significant sensitivity to out‑

of‑scale alterations

• Sensory but not syntactical 

processing    

• No advantage of sequential over 

simultaneous harmonization

Motivation 
Experiment 1 showed no advantage for sequential presentation of 

harmony. This might be due to difficulties in integrating harmonic 

components which are dispersed over a relatively long time (cf. Fig. 2). 

Furthermore, the cognitive load elicited by such complex musical stimuli 

might have been too high to ensure sufficient salience of alterations (cf. 

[6]). Therefore, we investigated discrimination of single intervals and 

triads presented simultaneously and sequentially with shorter time 

intervals between the voices. We hypothesized that discrimination of 

intervals and triads is better for sequential presentation and shorter duration. 

Method 
• Intervals (two voices) and triads (three voices) composed of HC tones

• Varied stimulus parameters (cf. Fig. 3): Temporal synchrony, # of HC 

components (including F0), total stimulus duration

– For triads only: Position, Voice w/ change

– For interval‑specific parameters see poster by Lindenbeck et al. 

• 2I‑2AFC task (same/different) with feedback

• One CI listener, rest as above

Results 
Data were analyzed with binomial logistic regression [7‑8]. 

Triad discrimination:

• Voice w/ change * Position * Synchrony * # Components (p < .05; Fig. 3)

 – No advantage of sequential presentation

 – Higher performance for simultaneous three‑component triads with 

changes in only high or both high and low voice

– No effect of duration 

Interval and triad discrimination (merged, matched for duration):

• Voice/F0 Range * Synchrony * Position (p < .05; Fig. 4) 

– For both stimulus types (intervals and triads), performance is best for

open position in simultaneous presentation and high F0 range/change in 

highest voice

• Stimulus Type * Position * Synchrony (p < .05; Fig. 5)

– Best performance for simultaneous stimuli in open position

– In open position, intervals yield largest synchrony difference 

Conclusions 
• Simultaneous presentation yields better performance 

than sequential presentation in all conditions

– Role of beating between simultaneous voices? 

• Open position of stimuli yields better performance   

• Three‑component stimuli lead to best results

• No detrimental effect of third voice (triads vs. intervals) 

• No effect of duration
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Fig. 2

Musical excerpts of the song ʺDer Mond ist aufgegangenʺ, in 

simultaneous (A) and sequential (B) harmonization.  The last chord 

is altered harmonically either to an in‑scale (i.e., consonant) chord 

(top, e.g., a minor chord) or to an out‑of‑scale (i.e., dissonant) chord 

(bottom). Both alterations are unexpected, however, the out‑of‑scale 

chord is perceived as dissonant and thus can be processed on a 

sensory level whereas the in‑scale chord is perceived as consonant 

and can be processed on a syntactical (i.e., structural) level only. 

Fig. 4

Fig. 1

A B

Triad discrimination dʹ scores as a function of voice(s) with semitone change (abscissa) and number of 

harmonic complex (HC) components (columns), tested for closed vs. open position and in simultaneous 

or sequential presentation (colored lines). Two different total stimulus durations (rows, in ms) were 

tested with 500‑ms gaps. Durations and gaps in sequential presentations matched simultaneous 

presentations, with no gap between voices within a sequential stimulus. For intervals, durations matched 

either to simultaneous or to sequential triads. For the sake of brevity, intervals are not depicted here. In 

total, F0s ranged from 117 to 311 Hz. 48 repetitions per condition were tested. 

Schematic illustration of a simultaneously (left) and sequentially 

(right) presented major triad. Time is depicted on the abscissa and 

spectral range on the ordinate. The triad is composed of five‑

component HC tones with F0s of 100 Hz (root), 126 Hz (major 

third), and 150 Hz (fifth). For the simultaneously presented triad 

spectral ranges of HC tones largely overlap whereas the overlap is 

avoided for the sequentially presented triad.

Logistic regression results of interval and triad discrimination. The variables voice w/ 

change (for triads) and F0 range (for intervals) are merged. Also, the variables position 

(for triads) and reference interval (for intervals) are merged such that a high reference 

interval corresponds to the open position. The proportion of correct responses is 

depicted as a function of voice w/ change/F0 range, seperately for closed vs. open 

position (plots) and simultaneous vs. sequential presentation (colors). 

Logistic regression results of interval and triad 

discrimination. Merging of variables as described in 

Fig. 4. The proportion of correct responses is 

depicted as a function of stimulus type, separately 

for closed and open position (plots) and 

simultaneous vs. sequential presentation (colors). 

Fig. 3
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